Timing of Seasonal Movement

This map displays radio telemetry locations from April 2011 through June 2012 for 3 adult female deer in the Flambeau River State Forest, Sawyer County, Wisconsin. All 3 does were captured during late January 2011 near the locations in the southeast corner of each map. All three migrated nearly 5 miles northwest in March 2011, and remained on their summer range through early fall. During mid-November, doe #9, represented by the map in the upper right corner migrated back to her winter range in the southeast corner of the map. Shortly thereafter, she was harvested on November 20. Does #29 and #55, represented by the lower two maps stayed in their summer ranges through the middle of January 2011, at which time they both travelled back to their winter range. Both does are still alive and migrated back to their summer range in mid-March 2012.